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Abstract: The ecclesial renewal promoted by the Second Vatican Council would not have been possible without the intrepid labors of Catholic theologians, philosophers, and pastors in the decades preceding the Council. Among these Catholic visionaries, the French Catholic philosopher Maurice Blondel (1861-1949) merits special recognition. He had a decisive impact on ressourcement theologians who helped to draft the conciliar documents. Blondel's influence is especially evident in their critique of conceptual rationalism that marked the pre-conciliar scholastic manuals, in the articulation of a richer understanding of the Church's tradition, and in the Council's teaching of a unitary human destiny. Blondel's thought contributed to the overcoming of a one-sided seige mentality with which the Church had responded to modern developments. Though Blondel was long suspect among certain scholastics, the Council implicitly vindicated key aspects of his "philosophy of action." Blondel is appropriately called "the philosopher of Vatican II."

The 50th anniversary of the closing of the Second Vatican Council (1962-65) featured many conferences and publications that reminded us of the drama and achievements of this most momentous event in the modern history of the Catholic Church whose promise is still being realized. Among the intellectual heroes whose work significantly enabled the ecclesial renewal authorized by the Council was the French Catholic philosopher Maurice Blondel (1861-1949). Not without reason Blondel has been called "the philosopher of Vatican II." There is an irony here because Blondel, like certain council participants who acknowledged his influence, was under a cloud of suspicion in the decades that preceded the council. This irony has been further heightened by William L. Portier who has recounted

Establishing Blondel’s influence on the teachings of Vatican II is largely an inferential undertaking. An arcane reference to Blondel in the council journal of the French Dominican Yves Congar, one of the council’s most important periti and commentators, offers a clue. During the opening weeks of the first conciliar session that met in the fall, 1962, Congar referred to Blondel’s analysis of “monophormism” as an accurate diagnosis of the intellectual “vice of SEPARATING, of turning abstraction into a category of the real.” After the council’s concluding session in December, 1965, Congar elaborated on his remark: “If one had to characterize in a word the Council’s theological approach, I would appeal to the ideal of knowledge that Maurice Blondel proposed and that he defended against what he termed rather strangely ‘monophormism,’ that is a refined [‘ecclésiste’] conception of knowing.” This Greek language-derived neologism, that literally means “one way,” was used by Blondel to designate two deficient one-sided approaches to understanding the nature-supernatural relationship, namely, immanentism and extrinsicism. Blondel’s critique of one-sided “monophormism” was an application of his seminal “philosophy of action.” This philosophical project needs to be understood in the context of his personal sense of vocation to offer a philosophical defense of Catholic truth in dialogue with modern thought.

Blondel’s Philosophical Vocation

From his adolescence Blondel had a keen awareness of the cultural crisis and intellectual malaise that was gripping his society. In spite of the preference of his parents, he chose to complete his studies in rhetoric and philosophy at the secular lyceé in order “to know the state of soul of the enemies of the faith, in order to be able to have a more efficacious action on them.” He felt called to enter into the


6. Blondel’s name does not appear in the onomastic index of the Acta Synodalia. It is reported that Blondel’s name was mentioned at least 60 times during the conciliar debates in the aula, but I have not been able to verify this claim. Gregory Baum, a council peritus, wrote shortly after the Council: “The Blondelian perspective has been so widely adopted in Catholic theology that it influenced the composition of the conciliar documents of Vatican II.” See Gregory Baum, “The Blondelian Shift” in Man Becoming (New York: Herder & Herder, 1970), 1-56, at 28. Surprisingly, the 5th volume of the History of Vatican II (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1995-2006) contains only one explicit reference to Blondel.


10. Olivia Blanchette, Maurice Blondel: A Philosophical Life (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2010), 102. Blanchette’s magisterial study of Blondel’s career and writings is the most comprehensive monograph on Blondel.
lists as a philosophical apologist for Christian truth that was being disparaged or dismissed by the secular intelligentsia. During his university studies in Paris at the prestigious École Normale Supérieure, he conceived of a strictly philosophical project that would show the illegitimacy of the reigning “separated” philosophy, which considered supernatural religion to be utterly superfluous to self-sufficient reason’s capacity to explain reality.11 Blondel aimed to construct a compelling philosophical argument to show that the immanent order is not self-sufficient and that it requires the supernatural order for its completion.

Blondel’s original philosophy of the supernatural first came to systematic expression in his controversial dissertation L’Action.12 His fundamental insight was to conceive of “action” as the link between thought and being. The term “action” was not even defined in the standard philosophical dictionary of the period! Blondel’s genius was to elaborate a meticulous phenomenology or description of the stirrings of human willing that become embodied in the progressive expansions of human action, from the most elementary sensory experience to the highest cultural achievements. He focused attention on the inevitable disproportion between what he termed the “willing will” (volonté voulante) and the “willed will” (volonté voulue). The “willing will” is the inexhaustible aspiration for the infinite that is never fully satisfied by the “willed will,” i.e., the specific, concrete instances of willing.

James Le Grys epitomized Blondel’s primordial insight: “The life of action is marked with efforts alone are powerless to bring this about and so, from the human side, supernatural fulfillment is ‘impracticable.’ However, once the offer of supernatural

11. Though Blondel is not mentioned, Charles Taylor’s A Secular Age (Cambridge: Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2007) helps to put Blondel’s project in the context of modernity. Taylor seeks to explain why unbelief has become so prevalent in modern Western culture. He analyzes what he terms the “immanent frame” that characterizes the modern age and the associated rise of an exclusive humanism that dismisses the reality of the supernatural order. See especially chapter 15, “The Immanent Frame,” 539-593.


15. Ibid., 446.


loosophy of action to a mixed area: the relationship of history and dogma. The doctrinal crisis prompted by the writings of Alfred Loisy (1857-1940) afforded Blondel the opportunity both to refute Loisy's historicism and to show the inadequacies of the scholastic "extrinsicism" that passed itself off as the epitome of orthodoxy. Blondel elaborated an understanding of tradition that avoided the pitfalls of the opposing extremes. He considered that both of these positions were aberrations from the genuine tradition. Rooted in flawed philosophy, they were at the heart of the conflict in Catholic thought:

With every day that passes, the conflict between tendencies which set Catholic against Catholic in every order—social, political, philosophical—is revealed as sharper and more general. One could almost say that there are now two quite incompatible "Catholic mentalities," particularly in France. And that is manifestly abnormal, since there cannot be two Catholicisms. 18

Blondel sought to mediate a via media that distinguished itself, on the one hand, from the historicism of Loisy, with whom his philosophy of action was linked by superficial critics, and, on the other hand, from the "extrinsicism" of his scholastic critics. Though effective critique of Loisy helped rehabilitate Blondel in the eyes of some scholastics, Blondel continued to be linked with a motley movement of Catholic intellectuals that were soon to be proscribed as "modernists." Catholic scholastics attributed the contagion of modernism to the "infiltrations" of Kantian philosophy. Some of his critics viewed Blondel's philosophy of action as simply a clever sort of neo-Kantianism. 19

The Modernist Crisis and the Testis Articles

In 1907, Pope Pius X promulgated the encyclical Pascendi Dominici Gregis that described "modernism" as "the synthesis of all heresies." 20 Though Blondel was convinced that Pascendi did not impugn his essential positions, the encyclical not only condemned the doctrine of immanence that Blondel had consistently repudiated, it also censured the method of immanence applied to apologetics. 21 Blondel recognized that he was one of the "moderate" modernists targeted by Pascendi. 22 In his defense, he offered a 3-pronged diagnosis of a pervasive and insidious extrinsic mentality that he labeled "monophorist" or "one-way" street. 23 "Monophorism" was Blondel's term for a reigning clerical monism which on principle refused to recognize that grace can be at work from below. Boasting of its orthodoxy, extrinsicist monophorism threatened the "very understanding of the moral destiny and the religious conscience." 24 Hans Urs von Balthasar described Blondel's "Testis" essays as "the most penetrating analysis of the phenomenon of Catholic integralism (intégrisme) that...represents an ever recurrent temptation for militant Catholics." 25 It was these essays to which Congar referred in his personal journal.

Labeling the ensemble of philosophical and theological positions to which he subscribed "integral realism," Blondel's philosophy of action intended to overcome various "separations" that characterized modern thought. 26 In the "Testis" series, he contrasted "integral realism" with the monophorist objectivism that divorced the act

gency for the Catholic religion..." See Loebler, DHM, 66-78.

22 Joseph Lémius, O.M.I., considered the principal redactor of Pascendi, had explicitly warned Blondel in a conference that reviewed the errors of "immanence." See BLM, 256-258. Blondel's writings were never formally censored by Rome.


24 See Virgoulay, BLM, 276-286, for a detailed treatment of Blondel's shift in the use and meaning of "immanence." Terminology before and after the publication of Pascendi.


26 Catholicesme et intégrisme, 71.


28 Catholicesme et intégrisme, 54-65.
of knowing from the subjectivity of the knower. Thus Blondel can be understood as contributing to the larger philosophical movement that is broadly designated by the phrase "the turn to the subject." 30

In the "Testis" essays, Blondel contrasted his own philosophy of action with extrinsicist monorphism with respect to three fundamental orientations. The three orientations concerned epistemology, viz., the relation of our thoughts to reality: ontology, viz., the relationships among the different orders of reality; and theology, viz., the nature-supernatural relationship. The first thesis concerns "the problem of knowledge and the relations of thought with action." This thesis is the philosophical crux of the other two.

Actions are not simply the putting into practice of logically defined ideas and of geometrically shaped theories; and everything is not decided in the domain of abstractions, as if human beings were only pure intellects, as if concepts were the adequate substitute of things and the sole motivation of the will, as if we governed ourselves by them and they alone. In individual and social practice, there is always something more and different than in the speculative systems that appear to inspire it. That is why the ideas that determine actions do not prevent actions from prompting new ideas that, even setting out from inexact and mutilating theses, can become liberating and healing. The life of human beings and of peoples obeys a more complex logic than that of abstract thought; what one does is often better or worse than what one thinks.

In contrast, extrinsicist monorphism embraces an epistemological essentialism, a notional realism that claims that our concepts grasp reality independently of any consideration of human subjectivity and historicity. In short, there is a tendency to separate thought and action and to regard our clear and distinct ideas as giving an adequate grasp on reality. Blondel maintained that "our thoughts are in intimate relation not only with the realities they represent, but also with the profound life of the soul, with our moral habits, and with our entire selves." Consequently, "to study and care for men and peoples, it is not sufficient to treat them as walking syllogisms, to refute errors demonstratively, by dialectical and didactic means to establish truths that impose themselves as fixed structures, like an unchangeable essence." The solution of human problems requires the consideration of "historical and economic evolution, to envisage the science of human perspectives, to rely on the slow maturation of problems, to aid the fumbling, to follow the work of implicit thought and carry it through to the end." 33

The second thesis formulated the ontology that corresponded to "this dynamic philosophy of thought and action." This conception of being recognizes the "solidarity and continuity" among its different orders "without failing to recognize the distinction of beings and the hierarchy of different orders." Reality is an interconnected whole in which no order of being is absolutely enclosed in itself. In contrast with every "exclusive ideology" that compartmentalizes the world in accord with its mental habit of "isolating ideas like intellectual atoms and logical blocks," reality is a continuum where "there is action from the top down and from the bottom up."

The lower degrees, without ceasing to be lower and powerless to provoke any ascent by themselves, are nevertheless steps, that is to say, stepping stones (points d'appui) and as it were springboards (tremplins). The higher degrees [or levels] are really the final cause of this world, which is not a simple patchwork of juxtaposed episodes, but an order in which the unity of the divine design circulates. "Reality is a continuum," like the circulatory system in which the heart would not be able to send out the life-giving blood if it did not call for and receive the blood to which it gives life. There is no level that does not include a place for a staircase or the movement of an elevator. By the condescension and action of the higher level, the lower level is as it were giving birth to a higher cooperation. Material things become the support of economic phenomena; economic facts, even those that appear to relate to entirely physical needs, are already pregnant with moral and social relationships. One cannot legitimately and with impunity enclose oneself in any one order; there is action from the top down and from the bottom up. 35

This philosophy of the interconnectedness of the various levels of reality counters classical economics and philosophical rationalism that effect a "murderous vivisection" on the unity of the human being and the world. In a negative allusion to the positivism of Auguste Comte, Blondel declared "deceptive and myopic, that social physics that desires to suffice for scientifically regulating public and private interests from a positivist point of view." Reality is not a series of "watertight" compartments that are totally self-contained.

The third fundamental orientation concerned the understanding of the nature-supernatural relationship. Blondel declared this thesis to be "the most delicate of the disputed points, that which dominates the entire debate." While insisting that the supernatural order is "entirely gratuitous and absolutely transcendent," he

---

30. Ibid.
32. Ibid., 26-27. See also p. 32.
33. Ibid., 43-45.
34. Ibid., 30.
35. Ibid., 30-31. See also p. 33.
36. Ibid., 31.
37. Ibid. Auguste Comte (1798-1857) was the founder of "positivism," an anti-metaphysical social philosophy that metamorphosed into a "religion of humanity." Considered to be the greatest post-revolution philosopher, Comte's brain was gloriously enshrined at the Sorbonne in 1902; in 1904, his remains were solemnly interred in the Pantheon.
contended that this order is not only “superimposed,” but it is also “supposed and presupposed” by the natural order. Carefully stating that the supernatural order “is never able to be naturalized,” he continued:

[The supernatural order] is destined to penetrate and to assume [the natural order] in itself without becoming confused with it. And at the same time that it is proposed from on high by Revelation, the Incarnation and the Redemption, which substantially constitute it and which are not simply facts to observe and mysteries to believe, but reach souls invisibly by the effulgence of the grace of which they are the source, act upon all human beings so to speak from below to enable them to break out of all the enclosures in which they would like to confine themselves, to raise them above themselves, to burst every merely natural equilibrium, to put them on a level, and require them to be in accord, with the plan of providence. 39

Blondel maintained that the human person must be considered in his actual, concrete historical condition, what he termed “transnatural,” and not some hypothetical state of “pure nature.” “They [that is, the ‘social Catholics’] never forget that one cannot think or act anywhere as if we do not all have a supernatural destiny. Because, since it concerns the human being as he is, in concreto, in his living and total reality, not in a simple state of hypothetical nature, nothing is truly complex (boucle), even in the sheerly natural order.” 40 This open-ended anthropology recognizes that human striving, the dialectic of the “will-able” and the “willed will” that Blondel expounded in Action, can never be satisfactorily explained or fulfilled in sheerly positivist terms. In contrast, extrinsicist monophormism, claiming that nature is sufficient unto itself or, at most, that nature possesses a “suitability” with respect to the supernatural, unavoidably presents the supernatural as a “sort of counter-nature” and presents Christianity as “a law of fear and constraint, as an instrument of domination.” 41 Blondel maintained that the supernatural order is not a gratuitous superimposition by purely extrinsic command that relates to a purely passive obediential potency; without the external gift being able or having to entail the help of an interior contribution . . . [specifically supernatural truths] are only supernatural in the measure that they are defined, named, and expressly imposed by way of authority. 42 He blamed the “manualist theology” for this deformation of the tradition.

Blondel and Vatican II: The Surmounting of Extrinsicist Monophormism

Blondel was a decisive influence on the ressourcement theologians whose seminal work came to fruition at Vatican II. Indeed, Blondel’s philosophy of action is “foundational to the entire edifice of ressourcement theology,” including the recovery of a far richer understanding of tradition and the integration of history and dogma that bedeviled the Modernist era. 43 The “aggiornamento” endorsed by Vatican II would not have been possible without the scholarly efforts of Henri de Lubac and Yves Congar and others who sometimes labored under a cloud of suspicion in the pre-conciliar era. Their multi-faceted research into the biblical, liturgical, patristic, and medical sources of Christian life and doctrine enabled a renewal of the Church that was solidly grounded in her authentic tradition. 44 By recovering the riches of a broader and deeper Catholic tradition, the ressourcement theologians helped to surmount the rationalistic, polemicized, neo-scholastic presentation of Catholic doctrine whose influence was still evident in the conciliar preparatory schemata that were set aside or substantially modified during the council. 45 Blondel’s analysis of what he termed extrinsicist monophormism was an incisive critique of what Marie Dominique Chenu denigrated as “positivist intellectualism” and Hans Urs von Balthasar dismissively termed “conceptual rationalism” that characterized the neo-scholastic manuals that largely dominated Catholic theological education until the Second Vatican Council. 46 They viewed the scholasticism of the manuals as unresponsive to contemporary needs, on account of its “polemical mixture of defensiveness, aggression, ahistoricism, a fixation on ecclesiastical authority (or the lack thereof), and a rather modern neo-scholasticism draping itself in the trappings of timeless tradition “that employed a regressive, proof-texting method in support of the Magisterium’s teachings.” 47

Vatican II’s Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation

Two of Vatican II’s most important teachings concern a renewed understanding of tradition and the unitary vision of human destiny. Blondel’s philosophy of action was influential for making the case for both of these teachings. These teachings

14. See ibid., “Part II: Central Figures of the Ressourcement,” 205-502. In addition to de Lubac, Congar and Balthasar, these figures include Marie-Dominique Chenu, Jean Danielou, Henri Bouillard, and Louis Bouyer. The volume is dedicated to Congar and de Lubac.
15. Walter Kasper has remarked: “There is no doubt that the outstanding event in the Catholic theology of our century is the surmounting of neo-scholasticism” in Theology and Church, trans. Margaret Kohl (New York, New York: Crossroad, 1982), 1.
17. See Christopher Rudd, Ressourcement and the Enduring Legacy of Post-Tridentine Theology,” in Resourcement, 185-201, at 186. Though appealing to the authority of St. Thomas Aquinas, the manualist method owed more to Melchior Cano, the sixteenth century Spanish Dominican, than to Aquinas. See Gerard O’Collins, “Ressourcement and Vatican II,” in ibid., 372-391, at 376-77.
are found in the *Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation, [Dei Verbum (DV)]* which is arguably the most theologically consequential document produced by the council. To appreciate what is distinctive in the teaching of DV, it is instructive to compare it with Vatican I’s constitution *Dei Filius [DF]* that shaped the normative understanding of revelation and tradition in the period between the councils.48 In a different historical-theological context, DF begins with the strong affirmation of the capacity of “the natural light of human reason” to attain to God’s existence. DF then distinguishes what is known by natural reason from supernatural truths known only by revelation. Citing the Council of Trent, this supernatural revelation is contained “in the written books and in the unwritten traditions which have been received by the apostles from the mouth of Christ Himself; or through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit have been handed down by the apostles themselves, and have thus come to us.”49 In chapter 3, DF teaches that “we are bound by faith to give full obedience of intellect and will to God who reveals . . . not because the intrinsic truth of the revealed things has been perceived by the natural light of reason, but because of the authority of God Himself who reveals them, who can neither deceive or be deceived.” To support the “internal aids of the Holy Spirit” that enable the act of faith, there are “external proofs of [God’s] revelation, namely, divine facts, especially miracles and prophecies” that render credible the claim of divine revelation. The apologetics of “divine facts” appears to the “genuine miracles and prophecies” of Christ the Lord Himself.50 Thus DF stressed a strong distinction between the natural and supernatural orders and proposed a more cognitive understanding of revelation and tradition, supported by an apologetics of miracles and prophecy. This theological approach supported the position that a strictly natural human fulfillment was possible, which was epitomized in the notion of “limbo,” a putative state of natural happiness beyond death that is neither heaven nor hell.51

Under the influence of the ressourcement theologians, Vatican II set out a renewed understanding of revelation, faith, and tradition. The arduous redaction process that produced the *Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation* began with the bishops’ momentous decision in the first session to set aside the preparatory schema *De Fontibus* that set forth the Scriptures and Tradition as two separate “sources” of revelation.52 In contrast with Vatican I’s DF, DV begins with a unitary vision of the human vocation to “fellowship with us [the Church] and our common fellowship with the Father and His Son Jesus Christ.”53 The fullness of revelation is the very person of Jesus Christ, and the act of faith is presented as “an obedience by which man commits his whole self freely to God.”54 Furthermore, it is Jesus Christ himself, understood as both Revealer and the content of Revelation, who is proposed as the primary evidence for the credibility of revelation. Vatican II’s Christological emphasis resonates with Blondel’s philosophical work that set forth Christ as the “viniculum substantiale” of the incomplete historical order of human striving.55

Through Congar’s contribution, Blondel’s influence on DV is most evident in the renewed understanding of “tradition” that Catholicism has always considered indispensable to its self-understanding.56 The concept of “tradition” is most explicitly and extensively addressed in DV’s chapter two, “The Transmission of Divine Revelation.” The preparatory schema, reflecting the “positivist intellectualism” of the neo-scholastic manuals, had proposed an overly objectivist understanding of the Church’s tradition as a distinct source, parallel with the Bible, of divinely revealed truths. The stress was on the content (traditio) of tradition, expressed in propositions, and not the dynamic, creative, and community-based process (traditio) by which the Church passes on the fullness of the apostolic faith, often not explicitly conceptualized, from which she lives. “Getting away from an excessively rigid, conceptual, and authoritarian view of tradition, the council emphasized that tradition arises through a real, living self-communication of God in grace and revelation, that it is rooted in the life of the community of faith, and that it adapts itself and develops in changing historical situations.”57 Tradition as a process is grounded in the Church’s communal life that is never exhausted by its formulated expressions.

As mentioned above, in his 1904 essays entitled “History and Dogma,” Blondel had criticized two defective mentalities that he dubbed “extrinsicism” and “historicism.” On the one hand, he criticized Loisy’s “protestant” historicist treatment of doctrine that severely undermined the substance of the “deposit of the faith”; on the other hand, he criticized the neo-scholastic “procrustean,” extrinsicist understanding that forced the fullness of the Church’s life into conceptual categories. Neo-scholastics like Louis Billot dismissed the recognition of the authentic develop-

---

49. *DF*, ch. 2.
50. Ibid., ch. 3.
51. About forty years before Vatican II, Louis Billot, S.J., one of the foremost, Rome-based, neo-scholastic theologians of the pre-conciliar period whose manuals were often cited in the preparatory documents, had defended the possibility of a simply natural fulfillment for the un baptized who had died in a state of moral infamy. He authored an 14-part series with the general title “La Providence de Dieu et Le Nombre Infinit d’Hommes en Debors de la Voie Normale du Salut,” that appeared in *Etudes* between October, 1919, and August, 1923. Billot estimated that throughout history there have been a countless number of men and women who were spared the pains of hell because they had never attained the state of natural adulthood—a merciful view of human destiny in a pre-conciliar framework.
54. Ibid., ch. 1.
ment of doctrine as an threat to the immutability of doctrinal truth. Loisy's historicism unacceptably separated historical facts from dogmatic teachings and espoused a doctrinal relativism which neo-scholastics like Billot understandably opposed. In contrast with their defective positions, Blondel's philosophy of action helped to articulate a richer, dynamic conception of a living Tradition and its role in mediating the relationship between historical facts and doctrines. Avery Dulles noted that for Blondel “tradition was required for the transmission of the ‘tacit’ component in faith, that is, the aspects that could not be spelled out in verbal statements . . . [it] sustains in the community a vital sense of the realities to which Christians are committed in faith. The primary vehicle of tradition is not word, but faithful action, including the liturgy of the Church.”

The fruits of Blondel's creative reconciliation of these one-sided positions came to expression in Vatican II's Dogmatic Constitution on Revelation [DV]. Avery Dulles pointed out three aspects of Dei Verbum's treatment of tradition that correlate with Blondel's philosophy. First, tradition is not understood primarily in terms of propositional truths, as important as they are, but as the fullness of the Church's life passed on in “action, example, and worship.” Not to be reduced to doctrines alone, the apostolic tradition “includes everything which contributes toward the holiness of life and increase in faith of the peoples of God; and so the Church, in her teaching, life and worship, perpetuates and hands on to all generations all that she herself is, all that she believes.” DV's teaching effectively sublated Vatican I's teaching on tradition into a more comprehensive synthesis. Secondly, DV's understanding of tradition is not static, but progressive and dynamic. This tradition which comes from the Apostles develops in the Church with the help of the Holy Spirit. For there is a growth in the understanding of the realities and the words which have been handed down. The Church “constantly moves forward toward the fullness of divine truth until the words of God reach their complete fulfillment in it.” Finally, there is a deepened understanding of tradition as a process. Through tradition, the sacred writings “are more profoundly understood and unceasingly made actual” in the Church, “and thus God, who spoke of old, unintermittently converses with the Bride of his beloved Son; and the Holy Spirit . . . makes the word of Christ dwell abundantly” in the community. Reflecting Blondelian perspectives, DV's comprehensive understanding of tradition acknowledges that there is more to the Church's ongoing life in the Spirit than what historical methods can ascertain and what doctrines and concepts explicitly formulate. This understanding allows for the recognition of authentic doctrinal development.

Blondel's Philosophy of Action and Vatican II's Teaching on Unitary Human Destiny

The achievement of Vatican II would not have been possible without the overcoming of a monophysitist understanding of the relationship between the natural and supernatural orders that Blondel analyzed in his Testis essays. Influenced by Blondel's philosophy, ressoucement theologians such as de Lubac and Congar, who were linked to the ferment of what was termed the “nouvelle théologie” by their neo-scholastic critics, had struggles against this dualism during the pontificate of Pius XII (pope, 1939-1958). Writing thirty years after the council, Fergus Kerr's judgment that “the bitterest dispute in Roman Catholic theology this [the twentieth] century has been over the proper way to characterize the relationship between nature and grace” has come to characterize the relationship between nature and grace. He claimed that Henri de Lubac's Surraturel (1946), which sought to overcome an extrinsicist understanding of the nature-supernatural relationship that de Lubac traced to the Baroque scholastics, brought about the greatest crisis that twentieth-century Thomism—and perhaps even Catholic theology of the twentieth century as a whole—had ever faced. This crisis is not yet resolved.

The consequence of an extrinsicist understanding of the nature-supernatural relationship was to view Christian revelation as a mere accessory to a self-sufficient human nature. This mentality could be pictured as a two-story house in which a putative self-sufficient natural order is likened to a fully-furnished ground floor and the supernatural order is likened to an added-on, upper floor. One can live one's life

---

61. Ibid., 208
63. DV, sec. 8.
64. Ibid.
65. See Dulles, op.cit., 91; DV, sec. 8. The communal, ecclesial dimension is already mentioned in DV's preface.
on the ground floor without experiencing an innate exigence for an upper floor. In other words, the supernatural thus conceived does not appeal to or resonate with the depths of human experience. De Lubac contended that modern secularism, expressed in various naturalistic worldviews, has led off such a dichotomised understanding of the relationship of nature and the supernatural. In contrast, Blondel’s integral understanding of the relationship between the natural and supernatural orders can be imaged as an A-frame house in which there is no strict separation of floors. The human spirit is on the lookout for, is oriented towards, a supernatural completion. In opposition to the dualist mentality that undermined the efforts of Christians creatively to engage the anonymous movements of grace in culture at large, Blondel’s defense of the unitary human destiny in the concrete, “transnatural” order, helped establish the intellectual groundwork for a dialogic engagement of the Church with the modern world that was endorsed by the Second Vatican Council.

The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, the one conciliar document that was not anticipated by the preparatory doctrinal commission, bears the distinct marks of Blondel’s influence. Implicitly criticizing an essentialist, ahistorical anthropology, *Gaudium et Spes* employed a phenomenological approach that acknowledged human historicity as having “dogmatic value.” It is “the spirit of French theology in the train of the inmanence-apologetics of Maurice Blondel that stands behind the opening text [of the Pastoral Constitution].”

The joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the men of this age, especially those who are poor or in any way afflicted, these are the joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ. Indeed, nothing genuinely human fails to raise an echo in their hearts. For theirs is a community composed of men. United in Christ, they are led by the Holy Spirit in their journey to the Kingdom of their Father and they have welcomed the news of salvation which is meant for every man. That is why this community realizes that it is entirely linked with mankind and its history by the deepest of bonds. (sec. 1)

Therefore, this sacred synod, proclaiming the noble destiny of man and championing the Godlike seed which has been sown in him, offers to mankind the honest assistance of the Church in fostering that brotherhood of all men which corresponds to this dignity of theirs. Inspired by no earthly ambition, the Church seeks but one sole goal: to carry forward the work of Christ under the lead of the befriending Spirit. And Christ entered this world to give witness to the truth, to rescue and not to sit in judgment, to serve and not be served. (sec. 3)

Further on, the constitution implicitly appeals to Blondel’s anthropology that highlights the struggle between the “willing will” and the “willed will”:

The truth is that the imbalances under which the modern world labors are linked with that more basic imbalance which is rooted in the heart of man. For in man himself many elements wrestle with one another. Thus, on the one hand, as a creature he experiences his limitations in a multitude of ways; on the other he feels himself to be boundless in his desires and summoned to a higher life. Pulled by manifold attractions he is constantly forced to choose among them and renounce some. Indeed, as a weak and sinful being, he often does what he would not, and fails to do what he would. (sec. 10)

Most especially, the constitution affirmed the unitary human destiny in section 22:

All this holds true not only for Christians, but also for all people of good will in whose hearts grace works in an unseen way. For since Christ died for all, and since the ultimate vocation of human beings is in fact one, and divine, we ought to believe that the Holy Spirit in a manner known only to God offers to everyone the possibility of being associated with this paschal mystery. (sec. 22; emphasis mine)

And again in section 41:

Modern man is on the road to a more thorough development of his own personality, and to a growing discovery and vindication of his own rights. Since it has been entrusted to the Church to reveal the mystery of God, Who is the ultimate goal of man, she opens up to man at the same time the meaning of his own existence, and that is, the innermost truth about himself. The Church truly knows that only God, Whom she serves, meets the deepest longings of the human heart, which is never fully satisfied by what this world has to offer."

---


With this teaching about the unified human supernatural vocation, Vatican II quietly let drop the traditional teaching that postulated the existence in history of a self-sufficient natural order, that corresponded to the possibility of a sheerly natural fulfillment beyond death in the putative state of "limbo." Blondel, who died thirteen years before the Council opened, was indeed vindicated by the Council’s teaching on unitary human destiny.

Conclusion

Indisputably Blondel’s “courageous life and writings sparked a renewal of Catholic philosophy and helped Catholic theology return to a more authentic tradition.” 76 Theologians as diverse as Karl Rahner and Hans Urs von Balthasar reflect his influence. 77 Blondel’s analysis of extrinsicist monophorming served to critique the “conceptual rationalism” of the neo-scholastic manuals and the associated truncated understanding of tradition. Most importantly, Blondel’s philosophy of action helped to overcome the dualism that was hampering the Church’s engagement with the modern world. Blondel’s thought has enriched Christian apologetics and theology of tradition, and it has offered an effective model for relating faith and reason. His philosophy of action carefully maps the quest of the restless human spirit in search of the ultimate fulfillment to which St. Augustine of Hippo memorably attested in his Confessions: "Our hearts are restless and they will not rest until they rest in Thee [O God]." Blondel’s philosophy of action continues to offer an important resource for a Christian apologetics that appeals to the human quest for authentic freedom and fulfillment, that is both attentive to the manifold stirrings of the human spirit and to the personal witness of people of faith. 76 The fecundity of Blondel’s approach to relating faith and reason was recognized in Pope John Paul’s encyclical Fides et Ratio. Though unnamed, there is a clear allusion to Blondel’s philosophy of action that “starting with an analysis of immanence, open[s] the way to the transcendent.” 78 On the occasion of an international colloquium in the year 2000, the philosopher pope expressed this appreciation:

At the root of Maurice Blondel’s philosophy is a keen perception of the drama of the separation of faith and reason and an intrepid desire to overcome this separation, which is contrary to the nature of things.

The philosopher of Aix is thus an eminent representative of Christian philosophy, understood as rational speculation, in vital union with faith, in a twofold fidelity to the demands of intellectual research and to the Magistrium. 81

From his youth, Blondel had a fascination with insects. In later life, a special bookplate was made for him with a collage of nature images from his native Burgundy. Prominent on the plate is a grasshopper. This insect was emblematic for Blondel of the elan of the human spirit “that means letting go of one’s egoism and entrusting oneself to the forces of the universe, gambling on them and speculating on what they will do, almost like a grasshopper leaping with abandonnment, without seeing where it will land.” 82 The bookplate contains this Latin text adapted from St. Paul (see II Corinthians 4:18): “Per ea quae videntur et absunt ad ea quae non videntur et sunt” which translates: “Through the things which are seen and are absent to those realities that are unseen and are.” During the era between Vatican I and Vatican II, marked by controversies over modernism and the nouvelle théologie, Blondel dared to hope for an ecclesial renewal that was “over the horizon.” His philosophy played a capital role in realizing that renewal. 83

---

77 See Blanchette, 232.
81 Blanchette, 625.
82 "Der sichtbare Einfluss Blondels liegt freilich in der katholischen Theologie (etwa bei Henri de Lubac) und überhaupt im christlichen Denken, das im II Vatikanischen Konzil manches Anhängen Blondels implizit anerkannt hat. Das wäre nicht möglich gewesen, wenn Blondels Denken dem gegenwärtigen christlichen Denken nicht viel zu sagen gehabt hätte." See Christliche Philosophie, Band 3, eds. E. Coreth et al. (Graz: Verlag Styria, 1999), 409.